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Precious metals market participants currently face a trade-off between security 
and liquidity. The first choice is to own physical silver or an allocated physical 
silver product which is cumbersome to store, trade, divide or leverage. The second 
is through unallocated portfolios, Exchange Traded Funds, futures or wholesale 
trading, which sacrifice direct ownership of the underlying physical silver. 

Xbullion was built to solve this problem by amalgamating the security of owning Xbullion was built to solve this problem by amalgamating the security of owning 
precious metals with the ease of digital currency, providing secure precious 
metals storage with liquidity through the ownership of their stablecoins which are 
backed 1:1 by precious metals such a gold and silver. 

The xbullion tokens are built to the Ethereum ERC-20 standard for ease of The xbullion tokens are built to the Ethereum ERC-20 standard for ease of 
integration with existing industry platforms and applications, whilst harnessing 
the advantages of Blockchain such as speed, accessibility, security of ownership 
and transparency. 

After great success from the GOLD token launched in mid-Sept 2020, xbullion are 
now releasing SILV.

Unlike the traditional precious metals market, xbullion is able to provide partners Unlike the traditional precious metals market, xbullion is able to provide partners 
and users 9999 silver bullion, secure storage without a management fee and the 
ability to transfer ownership 24/7/365 near instantly, through the application of 
blockchain and working with their world-renowned suppliers.  

Each xbullion (SILV) token represents 1 gram of 99.995 investment grade silver 
bullion and is redeemable in 1000 token increments for the underlying 1kg 
physical bar.
    
SILV token holders benefit from the appointment of best-in-class precious metals 
vaulting, insurance and a globally reputable auditor operating a structured 
process that ensures security at every level.

* subject to 1000 tokens (1kg silver bullion)

XBULLIONXBULLION is a Cayman island-based company falling under the umbrella of the 
Bullion Asset Management (BAM) Group of companies specializing in 
aggregating best-in-class suppliers, auditors, custodians, insurers and advisors to 
tokenize physical assets on the blockchain. 
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The xbullion token (SILV) is a digital asset secured by 1 gram of investment grade silver 
bullion, sourced from some of the world’s most reputable suppliers. The token holders 
have direct ownership of the underlying silver bullion which is stored securely in 
best-in-class geo-dispersed vaults.

The tokens are built on the decentralised Ethereum network adhering to the ERC20 
standard. Allowing for it to be traded 24/7/365, globally, without friction near 
instantaneously. 

xbullion has developed a partnership with world renowned auditors to conduct a xbullion has developed a partnership with world renowned auditors to conduct a 
comprehensive audit of the procedures, financials, and underlying assets. Specialists 
Zokyo have conducted an audit of the smart contract to provide additional peace of mind 
on xbullion’s underlying technology. 

The Product

Accessible
As a ERC-20 token, xbullion SILV can be traded or 
moved with ease around the world: to anyone, 
anywhere, and at anytime – at a fraction of the 
cost of a traditional transaction. With its ability to 
be fractionalised to 0.00000001 of a gram, the 
token allows for both hyper-specific trading and 
exceptionally low investment minimums.

Xbullion SILV acts digitally as silver acts physically. 
In addition to xbullion’s world-class storage, 
insurance, and auditing – it is unable to reverse or 
freeze on chain transactions and wallets. It is the 
only token which maintains the benefits of physical 
silver on the digital layer.

Transparent
Xbullion SILV is subject to regular comprehensive 
audits by BDO to confirm that the token maintain a 
1:1 parity with 99.995/LBMA physical silver. The 
Ethereum blockchain also provides a secure, 
immutable ledger of all transactions giving 
transparent insight into the token’s issuance, 
management, and ownership.

Economical
Physical silver is expensive to store and transport 
securely. Xbullion provides token holders with all 
the benefits associated with silver without the 
custody and security costs. There are no excess 
costs to the token holder for vaulting and 
insurance.

Liquid
Tokens can be easily and rapidly redeemed for fiat 
currency or traded against other digital assets. Or, 
subject to a 1kg minimum, the token holder can 
physically redeem their owned silver facilitated by 
one of xbullion’s insured, third party, specialist 
couriers (fees apply).

Rewarding
The future introduction of a linked debit card for 
the direct spend of SILV represents liquid 
convenience and status. Additionally, for 
early-adopters of xbullion SILV, planned initiations 
to waitlist for xbullion management tokens 
presents a low-barrier, high-return venture 
capital opportunity. 
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xbullion’s silver supply agreements, with some of the world’s most 
reputable refiners and wholesalers, coupled with its innovative fee 
structure allows it to pass on wholesale pricing to its end users, 
without charging an ongoing management fee. 

The analysis on the next page compares the cost of buying and 
selling 1kg of silver bullion over a 1 and 3 year period. xbullion is the 
most competitive way to buy and own silver bullion.

*data collected July2021

Fees



xbullion Technology Stack

The xbullion platform incorporates a number of innovative technologies to achieve the unique 
benefits the token offers. The xbullion token is issued, managed, and secured using blockchain 
technology, specifically the Ethereum blockchain. The supporting technical elements required 
for the xbullion platform to function as intended are described below.

The xbullion token

1 xbullion SILV token = 1g of 99.995 investment grade silver bullion1 xbullion SILV token = 1g of 99.995 investment grade silver bullion

xbullion Specifications

Available to retail and 
professional clients subject to 
jurisdiction. To trade digital 
asset exchanges and OTC in 
Singapore, Austratilia, 
Thailand and Indonatia.
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https://xbullion.io/
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